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You’re welcome at the
University of Southern Queensland
For 55 years, we’ve been giving people access to inspiring learning experiences, collaborating
to share knowledge and create real, positive change for both people and our planet.
This is your place to excel. Our graduates have the highest starting salary in Australia1 – while
our graduates’ overall satisfaction rates for both undergraduate and postgraduate experience
puts us in Australia’s top 10 universities. We’re proud to have an overall 5-star rating in the QS
Stars university ratings, and rank in the top 150 young universities in the world in the Times
Higher Education Young Universities rankings. They’re signs of a learning experience that is
enriching and inspiring in every sense.
This is your place to put ambition into action. Today, we’re proud to be one of Australia’s six
Trailblazer universities – leading research to boost commercialisation and national capabilities
in the space sector. We lead a national Drought Resilience Adoption and Innovation Hub, a
flagship of the Australian Government’s multi-billion-dollar Future Drought Fund. We’ve been
awarded a National Health and Medical Research Council grant to conduct a world-first trial
of a new care model for prostate cancer survivors, and we’re working with NASA to develop
ways of growing fresh vegetables in space.
This is a place where you can access excellence, and no matter how you’re driven to make a
difference, we’re excited to welcome you.
Professor Geraldine Mackenzie,
Vice-Chancellor

Inspired by the native Bunya trees of Southern
Queensland, the new UniSQ logo reflects the
importance of the First Nations communities and
represents strength, journey and growth.

The University of Southern Queensland acknowledges the traditional
custodians of the lands and waterways where the University is located.
Further, we acknowledge the cultural diversity of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples and pay respect to Elders past, present and future.
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Why UniSQ?
The right place to make real progress.
Become part of a leading university that
teams forward-thinking with flexible learning.

30

40+

World standard or better in
over 30 areas of research1

40+ years delivering
flexible study options
via external and online
learning

100k+
100,000+ alumni
to connect and
engage with

50+

2

Five stars for overall
student experience2

85+

50+ national and
international industry
partners to collaborate with

Over 85 study
disciplines to
choose from

No.1

99

Number 1 in Queensland2
for social equity and
first-generation students

Students from
99 countries

5
Five stars for
student support2
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1 Excellence in Research for Australia, 2018
2 Good University Guide, 2022
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Research with
real-world impact

A shared ambition to do
incredible things – for
individuals, communities and
industries. That’s what drives
the way we think, innovate
and deliver at the University of
Southern Queensland.
Working collaboratively with partners, both locally
and internationally, our research and training strives
to deliver outcomes the world needs. And while
the work we do stretches across a broad number
of disciplines, our researchers are united by the
same drive to deliver incredible progress. Backed
by world-class institutes, centres and facilities that
help to make that progress possible.
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The University’s flagship
research fields are:
Agriculture − including Climate
Science, Drought Mitigation
and Adaptation, Crop Health,
Agricultural Technology, and
Environmental Science
Space and Defence − including
Astrophysics, Hypersonics and
Rocketry, and Materials Engineering
Health − including Sport and
Exercise Science, Mental Health,
and Allied Health.
Regional Development −
including Agribusiness, Economic
Development, and Cultural Heritage.

Want to know more?
Learn more about UniSQ research at
unisq.edu.au/research
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Push the possibilities
with postgraduate study
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You are capable of incredible things.

Prepare for the future of
tomorrow. Empower yourself
in an ever-changing world.

Get-set for a career change
Gain confidence from the motivation of knowledge. Whether
you’re looking for that promotion, or want to change
professions entirely, postgraduate study will give you the
skills to make your next move.
Increase your pay packet
Research shows that your investment pays off. The median
salary of UniSQ’s undergraduate graduates employed fulltime in 2022 was $70 000 per annum, compared to UniSQ’s
postgraduate coursework graduates earning $92 000.1
Benefit from the connections you make
A well-connected postgraduate student will stand out
in a crowd of applicants. Networking allows you to build
professional relationships and understand more about
industry, possibility, opportunity and growth.
Up-skill and excel
Open the door to career growth with postgraduate study.
Research shows that 87% of postgraduate coursework
graduates are working in managerial and professional
occupations, in comparison with 69% of undergraduates.2

Whether you’ve been contemplating a career change,
want to give yourself the competitive edge in your current
role, or just simply wanting to feed your thirst for learning
new things, today is the day to get started!
unisq.edu.au/postgrad

1 Good University Guide, 2022
2 Graduate Outcomes Survey, 2020
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UniSQ, your online study experts
Access excellence from anywhere

• Choose from over 100 online degrees and have
one-on-one access to UniSQ’s world-class teachers.

The UniSQ community is made of bright
minds from all over the world – many of whom
don't study at one of our three Queensland
campuses. That’s because we’ve led the
way for online learning for decades. We
support thousands of students to complete
their studies in a way that works with their
life – while still feeling connected to and
inspired by their fellow students and staff.

• Choose the number of courses you enrol in each semester
to suit your needs – whether that involves one subject at a
time, summer study, or extra subjects if you’ve got the time.
• Visit your online classroom anywhere, any time.
• Listen to a recorded lecture on your way to work, or join
your teachers for livestream tutorials.
• Access resources, forums, assessment information, study
schedule, and lecturers through StudyDesk, our online
learning platform.
• Find support when you need it through the iConnect
support staff, UniSQ’s Student Advice line, free online
Library learning services and our online student peersupport community.
Over 75% of our students study online. Find out more about
how you can join them at unisq.edu.au/online
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Our campuses

Toowoomba
90 mins from Brisbane
3 residential colleges
Sporting & social hubs
24 hour gym
Tennis centre

Our original campus. Beautiful buildings, thriving
gardens and plenty of space to explore.
One of Australia’s largest inland cities, Toowoomba, is a thriving
community – filled with expansive parks and gardens, a great cafe
scene, and plenty of national parks and forests nearby.
UniSQ’s Toowoomba campus (just 90 minutes’ drive west of Brisbane),
has the energy to match. Three Residential Colleges offer the full
on-campus experience, with different living arrangements (such as
provided meals or shared kitchen facilities). Sporting and social clubs,
a 24-hour gym and tennis centre can help you keep your body as active
as your mind. And if you’re driving to and from campus, parking is free
– and there’s plenty of it, too.

Free parking

unisq.edu.au
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Springfield
35 mins from Brisbane
20 mins from Ipswich
Public transport
50 mins from Gold Coast
Flight simulator
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Where ideas take flight. Home to a professional TV
studio and our flight simulator.
Step into UniSQ’s Springfield campus and you’ll find all kinds of
exciting, state-of-the-art learning facilities to make the most of. As
a hub for digital production and performance, the campus plays host
to a television studio, radio station and rehearsal spaces. One of our
world-class flight simulators – the first of its kind in Queensland – helps
our aviation students master their skills before they take to the skies.
And a range of collaborative teaching rooms, innovative science and
engineering labs, and fitness and recreation centres are all on-site, too.
With plenty of car parking available, Springfield is just a 20-minute
drive from Ipswich CBD, 35 minutes from Brisbane city with connecting
public transport, or 50 minutes from the Gold Coast.

Ipswich
45 mins from Brisbane
Ample parking
Cafe and library
1+ hour from Gold Coast

An inviting heritage setting that plays host to
Australia’s future medical and legal professionals.
If you're looking to make an impact in a career in health or law, Ipswich
campus has the facilities to support you all the way. Including custombuilt paramedical training facilities, clinical nursing laboratories, a
midwifery simulation centre, sport and exercise clinic and a new legal
clinic, develop all the practical know-how to hit the ground running in
the workplace.
Based around 45 minutes from Brisbane (and just over an hour from
the Gold Coast), Ipswich itself is one of Queensland’s fastest-growing
areas – bringing together provincial charm and modern, metropolitan
living. Our campus here also offers a cafe, library and ample parking.

unisq.edu.au
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What's the right
qualification for me?
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Unlock new opportunities and big
advantages.
Fit postgraduate study into your busy
life one level at a time, from graduate
certificate, all the way up to a masters,
or PhD.

Graduate certificates
A graduate certificate is often the first step into
postgraduate study. It typically takes four–five months
(one semester) of full-time study to complete the four units
required, and is a perfect way to add to your resume, or
enjoy something new.
Graduate diplomas
One-year graduate diplomas are an ideal middle-ground
between graduate certificates and masters. The diploma
incorporates the same course options as a graduate
certificate but extends your knowledge further and offers
similar courses as a masters without having to commit to a
full masters degree.
Masters (coursework)
A coursework masters takes one to two years of full-time
study to complete and is designed to build upon existing
expertise or gain knowledge in a new discipline. This is
the most common type of masters and is a combination of
coursework, project work and research.
Masters (research)
A research masters is more of what the name implies –
research. At UniSQ, the Master of Research is a two-year
qualification that includes a substantial thesis or research
project, and provides thorough research training if you seek
to pursue further doctoral study.
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
A PhD is a doctoral research degree and the highest
achievement you can earn at university. Under appropriate
academic supervision, you’ll develop a significant, original
piece of research that normally takes between three and
four years of full-time study to complete.

To find out more information about UniSQ’s postgraduate
degrees, chat to us about your options!
unisq.edu.au/postgrad

unisq.edu.au
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Business & Management
Position yourself as an innovative, strategic
and adaptable professional with UniSQ’s
Business degrees.
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Fast-track your career progression and
complete an MBA in 12 months.

Graduate Certificate of
Business Administration

Start: January, March, May, June, August, October
6 teaching periods (12 months), or part-time equivalent

Start: January, March, May, June, August, October
2 teaching periods (4 months) or part-time equivalent

• Designed to shift your thinking from operational
to strategic, the accelerated Master of Business
Administration (MBA) provides the skills and capabilities
you will need to advance your career and deliver value to
your organisation.

• Expand your strategic thinking. Through industry
representatives and experiential learning, you can use
this business administration certificate to articulate
into UniSQ’s MBA degree.

• UniSQ’s MBA is offered online in consecutive 8-week
teaching periods.
• Gain relevant skills with scenario learning, real-life
projects, and opportunities for collaboration with industry
sectors.
• Two capstone courses allow you to apply your research
and analytical skills to explore mega-trends, technological
advances and paradigm shifts at the local and global level
that have the potential to impact the future of business.

Business & Management

Master of Business
Administration

• Add immediate value to your business by learning
practical and innovative strategies to lead teams with
a high-performing culture.
• UniSQ’s fast-tracked teaching periods consists of
eight weeks of online study and scenario-based
learning, allowing you to complete this graduate
certificate within four months.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma
of Business Administration and the Master of Business
Administration (MBA).

Graduate Diploma of
Business Administration
Start: January, March, May, June, August, October
4 teaching periods (8 months) or part-time equivalent
• Start your study towards an MBA. Use this degree as a
stepping-stone in developing your strategic leadership
and management skills.
• Become more than an operational manager and apply
strategic knowledge to a range of real-life contexts
through problem-based assessment scenarios.
• Delivered online in accelerated eight-week teaching
blocks, you can fit your study into your life, at your own
pace.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of Business
Administration (MBA).

unisq.edu.au
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Master of Business

Graduate Certificate of Business

Start: February, July, November
1.5-2 years or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July, November
0.5 year or part-time equivalent

• Make your next career move to become an adaptable,
insightful, collaborative business professional with
UniSQ’s Master of Business.

• Expand your career prospects with a postgraduate
qualification in business.

• Build your management and leadership skills throughout
your study.
• Deepen your area of expertise by selecting one or two
specialisations to match with your career goals.
• Be equipped with the capabilities, skills and knowledge to
operate in an increasingly complex and digitised business
environment.

• This degree is designed to help you advance in your
workplace with a postgraduate qualification, or be the first
step on the road to a masters degree.
• Tailor your career prospects by choosing business courses
and specialisations suited to your work environment and
interests.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma of
Business and the Master of Business.

• Applicants with an undergraduate business degree can
apply for up to 4 credit points to accelerate their studies
and complete faster.

Graduate Diploma of Business
Start: February, July, November
1 year or part-time equivalent
• With a wide range of specialisations, and the ability to
tailor a degree to suit your interests, UniSQ’s Graduate
Diploma of Business gives you the opportunity to align
your upskilling with your business career aspirations.
• Cultivate your professional identity and learn to design
solutions to dynamic issues by applying advanced
specialist knowledge to drive business performance.
• This qualification offers similar courses and learning
objectives as the Master of Business without having to
commit to a full masters degree.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of Business.

Note: Specialisations in the Master, Graduate Diploma and Graduate Certificate of Business are currently being redeveloped.
Please check our website for the latest information on the delivery of these degrees.
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Business & Management
Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study

unisq.edu.au
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Education & Teaching
UniSQ’s expert lecturers model the latest
teaching approaches ensuring maximum
support for face-to-face or online learning.
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Become a registered teacher in just
18 months with one of three Master of
Learning and Teaching degrees.

Graduate Diploma of Education

Start: February, July, November1
1.5 years or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July, November
1 year or part-time equivalent

• Become a leader in education within your chosen
specialisation and extend your expertise.

• Diversify your skill set to advance your career in
education. Have the flexibility to select specialisations
and courses that complement your applied knowledge
and skills.

• Study courses designed to expand your understanding
of the transformative role of education in society and
develop the skills to work through the contemporary
challenges faced by educators in rapidly changing, diverse
communities.
• Develop the skills to solve current issues in the education
environment by using your own experiences as a backdrop
to your studies. Complete a research project based on
your current workplace.
• Certain specialisations are professionally accredited, refer
to each specialisation for specific accrediting information.
SPECIALISATIONS
Career Development
Gain the skills to focus on big-picture issues in career
development, including policy, employability and
learning. Ideal for professionals working in the areas of
teaching, counselling, training, employment or community
development, you’ll learn how to support the career planning
and development of students, clients and organisations.
This specialisation is officially endorsed by the Career
Industry Council of Australia (CICA) for the status of
professional career development practitioner under the
Professional Standards.
Guidance Counselling2
This specialisation is ideal for teachers who want to
extend their skills and work as a guidance officer, guidance
counsellor or school counsellor. Explore areas of advanced
counselling in educational contexts, emotional and
behavioural problems of children and young people, child
wellbeing and protection, and assessment and testing.
Special and Inclusive Education2
Work within education settings facilitating the inclusion of
all learners, particularly those with disabilities and additional
learning needs. Learn how to support general education
teachers to develop and implement individualised programs
for students with diverse learning needs, or work directly
with small groups, or a classroom of students.

Education & Teaching

Master of Education

• Strengthen your teaching and education management
skills whilst gaining the knowledge to create
innovative solutions to current pedagogical issues.
• Certain specialisations are professionally accredited,
refer to each specialisation for specific accreditation
information.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of
Education.
SPECIALISATIONS
Available specialisations include: Career Development,
Guidance and Counselling, and Special and Inclusive
Education. Refer to the Master of Education on this page for
more details.

Graduate Certificate of Education
Start: February, July, November
0.5 year or part-time equivalent
• Address real issues through independent work in an
approved workplace professional development activity.
• Build your knowledge and skills in your chosen
specialisations to upskill or progress to further study.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma of
Education and the Master of Education.
SPECIALISATIONS
Counselling in Educational Contexts
This specialisation is ideal for teachers wishing to extend
their career as a guidance officer, guidance counsellor or
school counsellor. You will have the opportunity to study in
the areas of advanced counselling in educational contexts,
emotional and behavioural problems of children and young
people, child wellbeing and protection, and assessment and
testing.
Other available specialisations
Career Development, and Special and Inclusive Education.
Refer to the Master of Education on this page for more
details.

1 The November intake (Semester 3) is only available via online study.
2 Places within this specialisation are supported by Commonwealth funding.

unisq.edu.au
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Graduate Certificate of Education
(Guidance and Counselling)

Graduate Certificate of Education
(Special Education)

Start: February, July
0.5 year or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July
0.5 year or part-time equivalent

• Develop the foundational knowledge and practices to
extend your teaching career to become a guidance officer,
guidance counsellor or school counsellor.

• Gain the foundational specialist knowledge and skills to
work with students with disabilities and additional learning
needs. There is a specific focus on trauma-informed
practice, autism, spectrum disorder, and wellbeing in this
graduate certificate.

• Explore the concept of career, the changing nature of
the world of work, and how it relates to career guidance,
careers education and career development.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma of
Education and the Master of Education.

• Learn to apply the concept of differentiation and critically
analyse its place in inclusive education contexts.
• Discover multi-level strategies for mental health promotion
and intervention in educational contexts.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma of
Education and the Master of Education.
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Master of Learning and Teaching
(Early Years)

Start: February, July
0.5 year or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July, November
1.5–2 years or part-time equivalent

• Acquire the skills to teach English as an additional/other
language and learn the ability to apply the macro-skills
required for developing language proficiency.

• Gain a comprehensive understanding of early
education practices and learn how to provide children
with a strong start in their learning development.
You’ll discover how to create and maintain supportive,
socially inclusive and safe learning environments.

• Learn to identify the main characteristics of the facets of
language, and analyse the relationship between language
and the social and cultural context.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma of
Education and the Master of Education.

Education & Teaching

Graduate Certificate of Education
(TESOL)

• Become a registered teacher and specialise in the
development and care of children from birth to eight
years.
• Build significant industry connections through 75 days
of supervised professional experience placements in
pre-school and primary school contexts.
• This degree is an approved early childhood teacher
qualification with the Australian Children's Education and
Care Quality Authority (ACECQA) and accredited by the
Queensland College of Teachers (QCT). It also meets the
expectations and requirements of the Australian Institute
for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL).

Graduate Diploma of Early
Childhood and Care

Graduate Certificate of
Early Childhood and Care

Start: February, July, November
1 year or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July, November
1 year part-time

• Are you aiming for a career shift into the early childhood
education space? This graduate diploma is an approved
Early Childhood Teacher (ECT) qualification with the
Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality Authority
(ACECQA) and allows you to become a qualified early
childhood teacher in just one year.

• This Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality
Authority (ACECQA)-accredited degree is an ideal option
for registered primary or secondary teachers who have
the desire to take a role in the early childhood education
space, for example, in rural areas where teachers are often
limited and the need for staff to become multi-skilled is
essential.

• Put your learnings into practice with 60 days of
professional experience, including 20 days with children
• Gain practical experience through 60 days of placements
aged 3–5 years, 10 days with children aged from birth to 35
in variety of early learning settings.
months, and 30 days in any learning context with children,
including school-aged children.
• After graduation, you may find work as a qualified early
childhood teacher in early learning centres, preschools,
long day care, kindergartens, or as an educator within a
family day care or traditional day care setting.

unisq.edu.au
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Master of Learning and Teaching
(Primary)

Master of Learning and Teaching
(Secondary)

Start: February, July, November
1.5–2 years or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July, November
1.5–2 years or part-time equivalent

• Become a registered teacher and gain the skills and
confidence to teach children aged 5 to 12 across all
learning areas of the school curriculum, including a
specialised focus on English literacy.

• Become a registered high-school teacher and be equipped
with sound teaching methods and behaviour management
skills. Develop the confidence to work, inspire and educate
adolescents and young adults.

• Build valuable practical skills with 60 days of placements
in state, Catholic or independent school sectors, as well as
50 hours of service learning in an education setting.

• Choose from 22 teaching areas of specialisation, with
credit available for prior learning and industry experience.
You'll graduate with the qualification to teach in two
teaching areas.

• The passion and knowledge gained from your previous
bachelor degree (in a field other than education) will enrich
your teaching career and set you up for success.
• Graduates may be eligible to apply for registration as a
teacher through the Queensland College of Teachers
(QCT). This degree meets the expectations and
requirements of the Australian Institute for Teaching and
School Leadership (AITSL).

UniSQ is one of only two universities
in Queensland to offer prospective
Master of Learning and Teaching
(Primary and Secondary) students
the opportunity to apply for the
government’s Turn to Teaching
Internship Program – a chance to
receive money to cover study
expenses, a paid internship, and an
offer of permanent employment
upon graduation.
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• With 60 days of supervised placement and 50 hours of
service learning in a non-classroom setting, you’ll be
prepared to teach the leaders of our future.
• Graduates are eligible to apply for registration as a teacher
through the Queensland College of Teachers (QCT). This
degree meets the expectations and requirements of the
Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership
(AITSL).

Education & Teaching
Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study

unisq.edu.au
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Engineering
From repairing jets to testing rockets,
UniSQ is one of Australia’s Trailblazer
universities to accelerate growth in space
manufacturing and lead a new hub of
national priority.
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UniSQ works with industry to develop
viable environmentally friendly solutions to
some of the world's largest commodities
(concrete and food packaging).

Master of Engineering Practice

• Developed with Engineers Australia, this is a flexible,
accelerated path for engineering technologists to
progress to Professional Engineer status, or practising
engineers who may wish to extend their field of practice
into a related cognate discipline.
• Gain credit for your experience and prior learning, allowing
you to complete the degree sooner.
• Select specialisations are accredited by Engineers
Australia, with graduates eligible for Graduate
membership at the Professional Engineer level.
• Develop your skills in technical innovation and chartered
engineering abilities to model impacts in workplace
health and safety, enterprise benefits, and impacts on
environment and society within your capstone project.
SPECIALISATIONS
Civil Engineering
Build upon your prior knowledge in civil engineering
with advanced studies in design, structural analysis and
hydraulics across the breadth of discipline. Civil engineering
remains the largest discipline in engineering employment.
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Explore industrial engineering design, systems analysis
and integration for application within a multi-disciplinary
engineering industry environment, interfacing into all other
engineering disciplines.
Environmental Engineering
Explore water resource management, public health
engineering, and environmental law. Develop your practical
skills in environmental sanitation in both the field and the
lab through your capstone course, and be prepared to
participate in global sustainability.
Mechanical Engineering
Excel your knowledge in computational mechanics in
design, fluid mechanics, and materials technology. Your
capstone course sees you working as part of a student team
to develop practical skills, such as flow visualisation and
measuring the velocity of fluids. Mechanical engineers work
in a wide variety of fields: from robotics, energy generation,
sustainable transport systems; to processing systems in the
resource sector, and manufacturing.

Public Works and Infrastructure
Extend your knowledge in the civil discipline
specialisation for municipal and transport engineering
by studying transport engineering, hydraulics, and
geo-technical engineering. Customise your degree and
explore public health engineering, water resources,
waste treatment, pavement design and analysis, or
transport networks.

Engineering

Start: February, July, November
3 years part-time

Structural Engineering
Undertake advanced studies in concrete structures and
geotechnical engineering. Your capstone course will
see you work as part of a student civil design team to
work on real-world industry topics that also reflect the
University’s research in emerging composite structural
materials.

Graduate Certificate of
Engineering Practice
Start: February, July
0.5 year or part-time equivalent
• If you have a bachelor degree in engineering, science, or
technology, this graduate certificate is a great steppingstone to further your career.
• The core courses develop your understanding of project
management practices and asset management, equipping
you with the expertise to solve complex engineering
problems.
• Choose courses from a range of areas, such as
structural design, geomechanics, construction methods,
environmental pollution, stress analysis, mechanical
thermodynamics, electrical and power systems, and
design of machine elements, which will broaden your
expertise.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of Engineering
Practice for eligible entrants.

Power Systems Engineering
Utilise UniSQ’s state-of-the-art laboratories with advanced
electrical and electronic equipment not always available in
the workplace. Build upon your prior knowledge in power
systems engineering with advanced studies in areas, such as
electrical technology and rapidly changing electricity supply
systems, including renewable energy resources and storage.

unisq.edu.au
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Master of Advanced Engineering
Start: February, July
1.5–2 years part-time
• Widen your engineering fields of practice and advance
your career opportunities. This degree is specifically
designed for experienced practising engineers seeking
management or advanced structural engineering
qualifications.
• Available online, you can travel or work while studying,
allowing you to fit study into your lifestyle.
• An industry project allows you to put your developed
knowledge base into practice.
SPECIALISATIONS
Engineering Project Management
Undertake an industry-based project and develop your
analytical skills to evaluate innovations in technology, their
impact and how to manage them. Learn how to manage
small and large-scale engineering projects.
Structural Engineering Design
Unique to UniSQ, this specialisation gives you the
opportunity to develop your computer modelling skills in
structural engineering, as well as explore the technology
of fibre composites. Study with leading Australian
researchers from UniSQ’s Centre for Future Materials.

Master of Engineering Science
Start: February, July, November
2 years or part-time equivalent
• The Master of Engineering Science is ideal if you want to
become a professional engineer and have a three-year
engineering degree but no work experience.
• Gain hands-on practical lab experience and 60 days'
industry experience to prepare you for working in the
engineering profession.
• Apply your study knowledge to a real-world problem in
your research project – a great stepping-stone to further
research degrees, including a PhD.
• All specialisations, except Engineering Management
and Enterprise, are accredited by Engineers Australia,
with graduates eligible for Graduate membership at the
Professional Engineer level.

SPECIALISATIONS
Agricultural Engineering
UniSQ is the only provider of Agricultural Engineering
degrees in both Australia and New Zealand, and is linked
to the world-class research centre – Centre for Agricultural
Engineering. Explore sustainable agricultural production,
the environmental impact of intensive agriculture, soil
mechanics, and water allocation.
Civil Engineering
Test new construction materials and examine how natural
disasters can pose risks to different structures. As a
graduate civil engineer, there are great opportunities for
travel, with consulting and contracting engineers often
moving from one major engineering site to another.
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
From exploring signalling devices for road and rail, to
determining the most efficient transmission of power,
renewable energy or energy storage, your research project
is set out to provide insight to the profession of an electrical
and electronic engineer.
Engineering Management and Enterprise
Interested in leading complex engineering projects and
teams, as well as developing your entrepreneurial skills
to effectively drive your own ventures? Apply your formal
knowledge to a real-world problem by completing a research
project and dissertation.
Environmental Engineering
Expand your knowledge of water resource engineering, the
cleaning of contaminated industrial land, waste treatment
and recycling, and public health engineering. The research
project you will complete can be a stepping-stone to further
research degrees, such as a PhD.
Mechanical Engineering
Discover the efficiency of different bio-fuels, obstacledetecting robotics, thermofluids, or the design of FSAE
race cars. Your hands-on lab sessions and research project
provides insight to the profession of a mechanical engineer.
Power Engineering
Learn about smart grids, microgrids, energy storage
systems for future electricity distribution, or the capture of
solar energy. The highly practical knowledge gained in the
design, construction and management of power generation
opens career opportunities within rapidly changing
industries, such as mining, transportation, manufacturing,
and energy distribution operators.
Structural Engineering
Structural engineers collaborate with architects, builders,
and those in mechanical, electrical and chemical
engineering. Whether it is permanent affordable housing for
developing countries, or performance testing of concrete,
your research project can kick-start your career as a
structural engineer.
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Graduate Certificate of
Engineering Science

Start: February, July
1 year or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July
0.5 year or part-time equivalent

• Advance in engineering by gaining depth of knowledge
in a specialisation, or expanding your fields of practice,
without having to complete an entire masters degree.

• Build on your existing three-year engineering
qualification to give you an advanced level of
knowledge in an engineering field that interests you.

• Gain specialised skills and equip yourself with professional
and technical knowledge of engineering and spatial
science.

• Choose to study online or part-time to balance your
study with work commitments.

• Core courses introduce fundamental research and project
management methodologies. Select four courses within
your specialisation to suit your career aspirations.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of
Engineering Science.
SPECIALISATIONS
Available specialisations include: Agricultural Engineering,
Civil Engineering, Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
Environmental Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Power
Engineering, and Structural Engineering. Refer to the Master
of Engineering Science on page 26 for more details.

Engineering

Graduate Diploma of
Engineering Science

• Professional engineers can use this degree to
extend their accredited areas of practice, or fulfil
their Engineers Australia continuing professional
development requirements, all while receiving a
postgraduate qualification.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma
of Engineering Science and the Master of Engineering
Science.
SPECIALISATIONS
Available specialisations include: Agricultural Engineering,
Civil Engineering, Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
Environmental Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Power
Engineering, and Structural Engineering. Refer to the Master
of Engineering Science on page 26 for more details.

UniSQ is revolutionising the
Australian infrastructure industry
through civil composites and
resource recovery/circular economy
engineering research.

Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study

unisq.edu.au
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Information &
Communications Technology
Best in Queensland for learning
resources, educational experience,
skills development, student support and
teaching quality in IT.1
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Learn from the best with lecturers who
rate world-standard for their research in
information and computing sciences and
information systems.2

1 Good Universities Guide, 2022
2 Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA), 2018

Master of Data Science

Start: February, July, November
2 years or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July, November
2 years or part-time equivalent

• Gain globally transferrable skills, including management
and technical expertise, to safeguard digital assets in an
increasingly connected world.

• This degree is for graduates from all disciplines who
want to gain expertise in Big Data. Learn to extract
new insights from raw data; insights which inform the
development of new products, improved services, and
new businesses in our increasingly data-reliant world.

• A hands-on capstone research project enables you
to work with industry and apply theory to practice in a
collaborative, laboratory environment at UniSQ or in your
own workplace. You'll use real-world data and state-ofthe-art software to solve industry-specific problems.
• Graduate with strong leadership skills and the expertise to
work in various areas of ICT, including technical support,
analytics, business value, risk, and cyber-governance.
SPECIALISATIONS
Business Application
Learn to respond appropriately and effectively to cyber
threats to limit the impact on business activities and
performance. Discover what motivates cyber criminals,
delve into digital forensic investigations after a security
breach, and learn how to manage these issues in an
organisational context.

Information & Communications Technology

Master of Cyber Security

• Work independently and collaboratively to apply key
ICT and data science technologies and programming
skills to interpret major theories. Critically investigate
and solve contemporary core issues in a global
market.
• Choose between two different pathways of research
– either work on a research project, or develop your
research capability and gain specialised cognitive and
technical skills.

Master of Information Systems
Start: February, July, November
2 years or part-time equivalent

• Gain a broad range of ICT-focused skills that enable you
Governance and Risk Compliance
to undertake roles associated with the management of
Build the practical governance knowledge and executive
information systems and, in so doing, make meaningful
communication skills to be able to implement effective cyber
contributions to industrial, government, non-profit, and
security protection strategies. Develop your management
entrepreneurial workplace settings.
and leadership skills of cyber security teams. Gain an
understanding of privacy and protection laws, and digital
• Discover the potential of existing technologies and
forensic investigations.
maximise opportunities for new and emerging digital
technologies.
Technical
• Immerse yourself within specialisations in the areas
Learn to effectively locate and fix vulnerabilities, detect
of digital transformation, business analysis, business
intrusion and manage cyber risks. You’ll build the ability
intelligence, or cyber security.
to critically examine, analyse and implement a range of
innovative, intelligent solutions to cyber security business
• This degree is accredited at a professional level by the
scenarios.
Australian Computer Society (ACS) and, through the Seoul
Accord. The Seoul Accord is a multi-lateral agreement that
allows ACS accreditation to be recognised globally. This
means when you graduate, your degree will be recognised
by other countries that are members of the Accord.

unisq.edu.au
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Master of Information Technology
Start: February, July
2 years or part-time equivalent
• This degree provides students from any discipline the
opportunity to expand their ICT knowledge and skills to
meet the needs of their chosen profession or industry.

Graduate Diploma of Information
Technology
Start: February, July
1 year or part-time equivalent
• This degree is designed for students from disciplines
other than computing or information systems, to gain
professional qualifications in computing.

• Gain the advanced technical and analytical skills required
to work in the software development, network engineering,
• Build problem-solving and innovating thinking skills to gain
or the more general computing technology specialisation.
a competitive advantage in a career that is dynamic, global
• This degree is accredited at professional level by the
and in-demand.
Australian Computer Society (ACS) and, through the Seoul
Accord, is recognised in other countries. The Seoul Accord • Further study pathway includes the Master of Information
Technology.
is a multi-lateral agreement that allows ACS accreditation
to be recognised globally. This means when you graduate,
your degree will be recognised by other countries who are
members of the Accord.
• Fit study into your life with the ability to choose between
online or on-campus study.
SPECIALISATIONS
Computing Technology
Explore the foundations of IT system administration and
learn how to design and create relational databases.
Gain hands-on experience with AAA (Authentication,
Authorisation and Accounting), as well as other security
concepts, and explore the ethical and legal issues
surrounding security and privacy.
Network Engineering
Study a range of advanced network engineering courses and
gain the expertise to thrive in a dynamic, global and highdemand industry. Understand routers, as well as routing,
and their application in enterprise networking. Explore
network automation and virtualisation concepts, and learn
how to create complex networks.
Software Development
Complete a range of industry-relevant software
development courses and explore fundamental concepts
in areas, such as software engineering, functional
programming, and system administration. Develop an
understanding of software design, exploring data structures
and algorithms.
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SPECIALISATIONS
Available specialisations include; Computing Technology,
Network Engineering, and Software Development. Refer to
the Master of Information Technology on this page for more
details.

Information & Communications Technology
Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study

unisq.edu.au
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Law & Criminology
Situated five minutes from one of the
largest Queensland court complexes
outside Brisbane, UniSQ Ipswich’s new
law clinic and moot court provide great
opportunities for you to learn and develop
as a professional.
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Choose to fast-track the Juris Doctor and
complete your study in two years.1

1 Full-time study over six consecutive semesters.

Juris Doctor

Start: February, July
1.5 years or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July, November
3 years or part-time equivalent

• Become proficient in legal research, advanced legal
writing and critical thinking through a series of guided
research projects.

• This is a graduate-entry degree for non-law graduates
– perfect if you want a career in law and already have
a bachelor degree.

• Choose from a variety of core courses and adopt a crosscultural and global perspective on modern legal practice.

• Fast-track your studies and complete this degree in
2 years full-time over six consecutive semesters.

• Fit study into your life and career with this fully online
degree.

• Learn from expert lecturers and challenge yourself
to build your capabilities in a legal workplace. Your
second and third years will incorporate a strong
element of research work.

• The flexible structure of the degree allows you to choose
a second specialisation or an additional four courses from
any law specialisation.
SPECIALISATIONS
Commercial Law
Develop your progressive understanding of legal theory
and the impact of globalisation on the law which govern
business, commerce and consumer transactions.
You’ll cover the latest developments within commercial
law practice, and expand your awareness of current
developments affecting the legal sector.

Law & Criminology

Master of Laws

• This degree is professionally accredited by the Legal
Practitioners Admissions Board, Queensland, and the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Queensland
as an approved academic qualification under the
Supreme Court (Admission) Rules 2004 (Qld).
• This degree will partially satisfy the requirements to
practise as a lawyer in Queensland, or elsewhere in
Australia. Intending lawyers (whether barristers or
solicitors) must also complete an approved practical
legal training course in order to become admitted to
practise law.

Comparative Law
Examine the global trend towards harmonisation of laws,
as well as impacts and changes within the European Union
affecting current legal practice in Australia. Specialise in
world trade and conducting business in unfamiliar legal
systems.
International Law
Develop the expertise and forward-thinking mindset required
to specialise in the international arena. Examine elements
of international legal systems which affect Australian law
practice, providing you with the skills and professional
responsibilities to operate as an international lawyer.
Public Law
Learn to assess the design, implementation and
effectiveness of current regulation in Australia. Explore
constitutional human rights, the responsibilities of the
government and its representatives, EU law, or
comparative constitutional law.
Sustainable Development
Strengthen your passion for developing a sustainable
society and ensuring future generations’ quality of life.
Acquire advanced legal insight through a strategic mix
of coursework and research examining how to protect
the longevity of our environment, natural resources, and
government and societal systems.

Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study

unisq.edu.au
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Media & Communications
Australia’s only online Master of Editing
and Publishing.
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#1 in Australia for teaching quality and
student support in communications.1

1 Good University Guide, 2022

Graduate Certificate of
Editing and Publishing

Start: February
1.5 years or part-time equivalent

Start: February
1 year part-time

• Develop your publishing project expertise by managing
the entire process. Gain experience in the acquisition,
editorial, design, production and marketing phases of
contemporary publishing.

• Equip yourself with the fundamental knowledge of
design concepts, technical skills, legal and ethical
constraints, and editorial processes necessary for a
career in both print and online editing and publishing.

• Study fully online while gaining advanced skills in project
management and leadership in both freelance and inhouse editing practice.

• Gain the professional and practical knowledge
required to work in the field. Undertake courses in the
areas of editing, proofreading, and writing for editors.

• Undertake a digital internship to work on an exciting book
project with a professional publisher, an established
magazine or journal, or work with a literary festival.

• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma
of Editing and Publishing, and the Master of Editing
and Publishing.

Graduate Diploma of
Editing and Publishing

Graduate Certificate of
Professional Communication

Start: February
1 year or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July
1 year part-time

• Enhance your editing and writing skills. Explore book
project management and book marketing, and understand
how to manage your own freelance editing or publishing
business.

• Upskill in one of Australia’s fastest-growing industries.
Develop a wide range of specialist skills in the areas of
communication, such as journalism, media, advertising,
public relations, speech writing and design.

• Complete a digital internship, where you will work with a
publisher or book industry organisation on a digital book,
magazine project or literary event.

• Professional communication is one of the most important
and in-demand skills for employers. Fast-track your career
and become a problem solver while learning to reach the
public in diverse and meaningful ways.

• Further study pathway includes the Master of Editing and
Publishing.

Media & Communications

Master of Editing and
Publishing

• The interactive, hands-on courses are immersed in a
project-based learning environment to develop your
expertise.
• Receive exciting opportunities to gain up-to-date industry
experience in your chosen profession.

unisq.edu.au
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Graduate Diploma of
Public Relations

Graduate Certificate of
Public Relations

Start: February
up to 4 years part-time

Start: February, July
up to 2 years part-time

• Prepare for a future at the forefront of strategic
communication decision making. You’ll learn how to get
organisations connecting, not just communicating.

• Develop your technical communication skills as a public
relations professional, connecting your organisation with
its communities.

• Whether you are considering a career change, or you’re
a current public relations practitioner, this degree will
provide you with the practical expertise to improve the
reputation of your organisation.

• Discover the tools of public relations, identification of
internal and external publics, design of public relations
campaigns, and methods of assessing their effectiveness.

• Design public relations campaigns and learn how to
write quality communication, develop and leverage
social and mainstream media opportunities, navigate
and communicate through crises and issues, match
communication tools to behaviour change and conduct
public relations research.

• Learn to develop and leverage social and mainstream
media opportunities, and to evaluate the value
and effectiveness of a huge range of other public
communication and engagement tools.
• Further study pathway includes the Graduate Diploma of
Public Relations.

Australia's top uni for teaching
quality and student support for
communication students.1
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1

Good Universities Guide, 2022

Media & Communications
Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study

unisq.edu.au
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Nursing & Allied Health
Learn from the best with lecturers who
rate well above world-standard for their
research in human movement and sports
science.1
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UniSQ researchers work with the Cancer
Council Queensland and Prostate Cancer
Foundation Australia to improve cancer
survivorship and quality of life for regional
Queenslanders.1

1 Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA), 2018

Start: February, July
2 years or part-time equivalent
• Prepare for the emerging health care challenges of the
21st century while developing your analytical, research and
communication skills.
• Make an impact in local and global communities to
address social, cultural, economic and environmental
health issues.
• 200 hours of industry placements provide a rich learning
experience opening up employment opportunities with
your own emerging network of colleagues.
• Further study pathway includes the Doctor of Philosophy
(PhD).

Graduate Diploma of Public Health

Graduate Certificate
of Public Health
Nursing & Allied Health

Master of Public Health

Start: February, July
0.5 year or part-time equivalent
• Help shape and improve our population’s health by
studying postgraduate courses in public health.
• Build a rewarding career by learning to develop and
evaluate health programs for communities to promote
health and wellbeing. Understand how to manage
causes of health – including biological, social and
environmental.
• Experience case-based learning and an integrated
approach to teaching five main public health
disciplines: biostatistics, epidemiology, environmental
health, health policy and management, and social and
behavioural science.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma of
Public Health and the Master of Public Health.

Start: February, July
1 year or part-time equivalent
• Upskill with the Graduate Diploma of Public Health
and contribute to public health solutions, practice and
research.
• Study the social, behavioural and environmental
determinants of health, as well as epidemiology and
different health systems.
• Learn to apply relevant health promotion and health
protection concepts to improve population health. Gain
the skills to advocate and enable change in economic,
cultural and physical environments.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of Public
Health.

unisq.edu.au
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Master of Nursing
Start: February, July
3 years part-time
• Study this flexible Master of Nursing online and part-time.
You can progress your nursing career while fitting study
into your life and occupation.
• Build specialist skills to review data-based research while
identifying and implementing best practice for improving
individual and community health outcomes.
• Develop advanced knowledge and skills in the
development, analysis and application of health policies
and health research through an independent research
project to progress your own area of practice.
SPECIALISATIONS
Clinical Education
The key to quality, dynamic clinical environments relies
on well-prepared new team members and how well they
integrate into the practice environment. Develop as a
specialist clinical nurse educator to facilitate clinical
learning for students, peers and other health professionals.
Build expertise in creating innovative learning strategies
relevant to clinical education in a health care setting. Explore
facilitation in relation to pedagogical frameworks in both an
online and blended learning environment.
General
Choose from a number of approved electives to personalise
your masters degree and gain expertise in areas that are
specific to your nursing career goals.
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Gerontology
Become a specialist in aged care nursing. Expand your
expertise in the perspectives of end-of-life care, develop and
finesse your leadership qualities, and study the biological,
psychological and social aspects of ageing throughout
UniSQ’s online gerontology postgraduate courses.
Leadership and Management in Health
Gain a competitive edge. Examine the theoretical and
practical leadership concepts of nursing and their
application to contemporary issues. Learn legal, ethical
and social justice methods of clinical leadership and their
application in dynamic settings. Study practical application
principles in change management and policy directions
to influence practice as a leader and to develop people in
productive and cohesive teams.
Mental Health
Develop your clinical practice by expanding your knowledge
and understanding of this rewarding specialist area. Grow
your understanding of the theoretical underpinnings of
mental health nursing, and develop skills and knowledge
of a recovery-focused, person-centred approach to
mental health nursing care. You will gain an understanding
of the legislation, policies and standards that apply to
contemporary mental health nursing practice.
Rural and Remote
Develop your nursing skills in rural, remote and isolated
practice. Gain the advanced skills necessary to provide
quality nursing care to rural and remote communities across
a broad range of areas, including primary care, hospital and
the emergency care settings. Build your knowledge of the
political contexts, legal implications, and the importance of
cultural safety that will inform the nursing care you provide
in the rural and remote communities.

Graduate Certificate of Nursing

Start: February, July
2 years part-time

Start: February, July
1 year part-time

• Collaborate with a range of health care professionals to
achieve the best possible outcomes for individuals and
communities with UniSQ’s Graduate Diploma of Nursing.

• Progress your nursing career and extend your practice
with the Graduate Certificate of Nursing.

• Develop your leadership skills and your ability to lead
people and projects while understanding the strategic
approach required to make decisions in a health care
setting.
• Select from five specialisations, or personalise your study
with a general specialisation, and become an expert in
your nursing field.

Nursing & Allied Health

Graduate Diploma of Nursing

• Choose between six specialisations and apply
specialised knowledge and technical competencies
within different health contexts.
• Delivered online and part-time, this postgraduate
nursing degree provides the opportunity to upskill
while working.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma
of Nursing and the Master of Nursing.

• Further study pathway includes the Master of Nursing.
SPECIALISATIONS
Available specialisations include: Clinical Education,
General, Gerontology, Leadership and Management in
Health, Mental Health, and Rural and Remote. Refer to the
Master of Nursing on page 40 for more details.

SPECIALISATIONS
Available specialisations include: Clinical Education,
General, Gerontology, Leadership and Management in
Health, Mental Health, and Rural and Remote. Refer to the
Master of Nursing on page 40 for more details.

Graduate Certificate of
Health Clinical Education
Start: February, July
1 year part-time
• Extend your knowledge of nursing practices and develop
your ability to facilitate learning in clinical settings.
• Become skilled and confident to critically analyse,
synthesise and evaluate a range of data and evidence to
provide solutions to complex clinical education issues.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma of
Nursing and the Master of Nursing.

unisq.edu.au
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Master of Science
Start: February, July
2 years or part-time equivalent
• Combine coursework and research in UniSQ’s Master of
Science – ideal if you’re a professional wanting to further
your knowledge and gain research expertise, change your
career, or if you have a degree in a different discipline.
• Undertake a professional development component in
science, based on individual interests and prior study.

Graduate Certificate of
Sport and Exercise
Start: February, July
0.5 year or part-time equivalent
• Help tackle our biggest health challenges and study how
the body responds to physical activity.
• Explore several aspects of sport and exercise science,
including exercise prescription, and programming and
delivery.

• This degree offers research training and a research project
• Develop confidence in using industry equipment and
pathway for further research study or relevant
techniques during on-campus residential schools in
job prospects.
biomechanics, injury prevention and resistance training.
SPECIALISATIONS
Sport and Exercise
Alongside professional placement, your studies will cover
many aspects of sport and exercise science, including
anatomy and physiology, psychology, strength and
conditioning, exercise prescription, and programming and
delivery. Graduates find employment in health and physical
activity promotion, as a sports coach, recreation officer,
sports development officer, or work within sports tourism,
or community sport and recreation.
Other available specialisations
Agricultural Science, Applied Climate Science,
Astrophysics, Environment and Sustainability, and
Mathematics and Statistics. Refer to more details on the
Master of Science on page 49.

• Graduates can find employment in areas, such as health
and physical activity promotion, as a sports coach,
recreation officer, sports development officer, or work
within sports tourism, community sport and recreation,
and promotion of sport performance among athletes.

Graduate Diploma of Science
Start: February, July
1 year or part-time equivalent
• Progress in your career and gain the skills to contribute at
a higher level in your profession.
• The Graduate Diploma of Science provides professional
development in science for those in educational or science
communication careers.
• Utilising cutting-edge online teaching technologies and
communication methods, the degree is accessible to
those living anywhere in Australia or overseas.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of Science.
SPECIALISATIONS
Sport and Exercise
An excellent opportunity for those already working within
the health, sport and exercise industry to advance their
career, use it as a pathway to further learning, or as a start
to a career in this exciting and fast-paced industry. Gain
practical skills in biomechanics and exercise physiology
applications through on-campus or residential school
practicals.
Other available specialisations
Agricultural Science, Applied Climate Science, Applied
Data Science, Environment and Sustainability, General,
Mathematics and Statistics, and Physics and Astronomy.
Refer to the Graduate Diploma of Science on page 49 for
more details.
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1 Skills Priority List, National Skills Commission, 2021

Graduate Certificate of
Strength and Conditioning

Start: February, July
2 years or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July
0.5 year or part-time equivalent

• Make a strong choice for your strength and conditioning
career progression in elite sport and work in highperformance settings training athletes to lift their game.

• Advance your strength and conditioning coaching
skills and strategies for working in high-performance
settings and select your own courses to tailor your
career path.

Nursing & Allied Health

Master of Strength
and Conditioning

• Developed in consultation with the Australian Strength
and Conditioning Association (ASCA) to meet international • This is the ideal qualification for sport and exercise
standards, this is a great opportunity for sport and
science, clinical exercise physiology, or related
exercise science, clinical exercise physiology, or related
graduates interested in advancing their career with
graduates who are looking to progress their career with an
strength and conditioning practices.
industry-relevant strength and conditioning qualification.
• Learn from world-leading, international strength and
• Choose between a coursework or research stream and
conditioning coaches and researchers who work with
gain plenty of hands-on skills from our national and
national teams leading up to Commonwealth Games,
international sporting partners during industry placement
Olympic Games and World Championships, as well as
opportunities.
Olympic medallists.
• At our residential school intensives, you will be taught
face-to-face by world-leading, international strength and
conditioning coaches and researchers.

• Further study pathway includes the Graduate Diploma
of Strength and Conditioning.

• Further study pathways include the Master of Research
and the Doctor of Philosophy (PhD).

Graduate Diploma of
Strength and Conditioning
Start: February, July
1 year or part-time equivalent
• Learn key aspects of strength and conditioning across
different sporting industries and teams to monitor and
analyse their workload, wellbeing and performance.
• Develop a greater understanding of various strength and
conditioning activities to improve athletic performance.
• Study injury prevention and rehabilitation programs for
athletes, as well as sports nutrition and supplementation
for health and performance.
• Offered online, with a number of face-to-face residential
school courses at UniSQ Ipswich, this degree provides
flexibility to suit your work and life commitments.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of Strength
and Conditioning.

Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study
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Psychology & Human Services
Learn from the best with lecturers who
rate well above world-standard for their
research in psychology.1
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First qualification of its kind – a
fast-tracked postgraduate degree
for registered psychologists.

1 Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA), 2018

Psychology & Human Services

Master of Counselling
Start: February, July
2 years or part-time equivalent
• Gain the knowledge and expertise to upskill to an
advanced level in several specialist counselling areas, as
well as research principles and methods.
• The Master of Counselling (Advanced Practice) is for
registered professionals in counselling, psychology,
mental health nursing, human services, or social work
who wish to extend their professional development.
Students studying this degree aren’t required to undertake
a placement or courses with mandated attendance
requirements.
• The Master of Counselling (specialisations other
than Advanced Practice) is a qualifying degree into
the counselling profession. Entry into the Master of
Counselling (qualifying specialisations) requires partial
completion of the Graduate Diploma of Counselling at
UniSQ, or equivalent.
• Study online while gaining hands-on experience at
residential schools, and undertake research into issues
relevant to the counselling field.
• The following specialisations within the Master of
Counselling are professionally accredited by the
Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia
(PACFA) and the Australian Counselling Association
(ACA): Alcohol and Drug Studies, Child Youth and Family
Therapy, Foundations of Practice, and Mental Health
Counselling. Master of Counselling (Advanced Practice)
is recognised by the ACA as meeting their bridging
requirements to meet Level 3 membership under certain
conditions.
• Further study pathways include the Master of Research
and Doctor of Philosophy (PhD).

Child, Youth and Family Therapy
Develop your expertise and make a real difference in
families’ lives. Gain the required knowledge to work in
relationship, family, child and youth counselling, as well
as child abuse prevention and intervention.
Foundations of Practice
Personalise your masters degree and select courses
from different specialisations to suit your counselling
goals. This specialisation is perfect for those who
want to gain knowledge in a range of counselling
specialisations.
Mental Health Counselling
Examine aetiology, the evidence-based treatment
approaches, and assessment models of mental health
conditions in society. Gain expert knowledge of the
treatment of psychological disorders.

Graduate Diploma of Counselling
Start: February, July
1 year or part-time equivalent
• Gain the advanced knowledge and expertise to prepare
for, or extend, your practices in a range of specialist
counselling areas.
• Fulfil educational requirements towards eligibility for
membership with the Australian Counselling Association.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of Counselling,
which gives you the opportunity to fulfil your counsellor
training or delve deeper into your chosen specialisation.
SPECIALISATIONS

SPECIALISATIONS
Advanced Practice
Designed for registered professionals in counselling, you
can diversify your expertise and study two specialisations
choosing from Alcohol and Drug Studies; Child, Youth and
Family Therapy; and Mental Health Counselling.

Available specialisations include: Alcohol and Drug Studies;
Child, Youth and Family Therapy; Foundations of Practice;
and Mental Health Counselling. Refer to the Master of
Counselling on this page for more details.

Alcohol and Drug Studies
Gain the practical skills to support people struggling with
substance misuse and gain an insight into psychoactive
drugs. Learn a range of treatment approaches including
motivational interviewing and relapse prevention.

unisq.edu.au
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Postgraduate students undertaking
advanced study in psychology and
final semester counselling interns
benefit from practising within
UniSQ Toowoomba and Ipswich’s
Psychology and Counselling clinics.

Graduate Certificate of Counselling Master of Clinical Psychology
Start: February, July
1 year part-time

Start: February
2 years or part-time equivalent

• Gain the advanced knowledge and expertise to prepare
for, or extend, your practices in a range of specialist
counselling areas.

• This degree is developed for those wishing to gain
registration as a psychologist with an area of practice
endorsement in clinical psychology.

• Partially fulfil educational requirements towards eligibility
for professional counselling association membership.

• Gain advanced training in psychological assessment
and clinical intervention. You will learn high-level clinical
skills and become prepared for entry into the Clinical
• The Foundations of Practice specialisation contributes
Registrar program leading to clinical endorsement with the
towards entry requirements for the counselling profession,
Psychology Board of Australia.
while the other specialisations build specific counselling
assessment and intervention skills.
• Complete clinical experience under supervision of a boardapproved psychology supervisor.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of Counselling,
which gives you the opportunity to fulfil your counsellor
• This degree is accredited with the Australian Psychology
Accreditation Council (APAC) as a fifth and sixth-year
training or delve deeper into your chosen specialisation.
program in psychology.
SPECIALISATIONS
Available specialisations include: Alcohol and Drug Studies;
Child, Youth and Family Therapy; Foundations of Practice;
and Mental Health Counselling. Refer to the Master of
Counselling on page 45 for more details.

• Graduates of the Master of Clinical Psychology can
apply for:
– general registration as a psychologist with the
Psychology Board of Australia
– an area of practice endorsement in clinical psychology
with the Psychology Board of Australia, after
completion of the Clinical Psychology Registrar
program
– full membership to the Australian Psychological
Society, after graduating
– admission to the College of Clinical Psychology of the
Australian Psychological Society after completion of
the Clinical Psychology Registrar program.
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Master of Professional
Psychology

Start: February
1 year or part-time equivalent

Start: February
1 year or part-time equivalent

Psychology & Human Services

Master of Clinical Psychology
– Advanced Entry

• This degree is designed for those who hold a general
• This is a postgraduate psychology degree specifically for
registration as a psychologist without conditions with the
students who have completed a four-year Psychology
Psychology Board of Australia for a minimum of 12 months.
degree and want to achieve General Registration.
• This is the first degree of its kind in Australia. Fast-track
your studies and training in psychological assessment
and clinical intervention. You’ll have the opportunity, as a
registered psychologist, to gain a masters qualification in
a one-year time frame.

• Qualify as a psychologist with UniSQ’s Master of
Professional Psychology, plus one year full-time
supervised (independent) practice.
• Flexible training workshops allow you to achieve a life,
work and study balance.

• The Master of Clinical Psychology – Advanced Entry has
received accreditation with conditions from the Australian
Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC) as a sixth-year
program in psychology.

• The Master of Professional Psychology is accredited with
conditions from the Australian Psychology Accreditation
Council (APAC) as a fifth-year program in psychology.

• Graduates can apply for:

• Graduates of this degree can apply to articulate into the
Master of Clinical Psychology.

– general registration with the Psychology Board of
Australia
– an area of practice endorsement in clinical psychology
with the Psychology Board of Australia, after
completion of the Clinical Psychology Registrar
program

• Upon completion of this degree and a further one year
of full-time supervised practice, you will be able to apply
for General Registration with the Psychology Board of
Australia. Graduates can also apply for full membership
with the Australian Psychological Society, after a period of
supervised practice.

– full membership to the Australian Psychological Society
(APS), after graduation
– admission to the APS College of Clinical Psychology,
after completion of the Clinical Psychology Registrar
program practice.

Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study
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Sciences
We are working with NASA to develop
ways of growing fresh vegetables in space.
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UniSQ is one of two universities in the
world that is recognised by the United
Nations (UN) Integrated Drought
Management Program as having global
leadership in drought research.

Master of Data Science
Start: February, July, November
2 years or part-time equivalent
• This degree is for graduates from all disciplines who want
to gain expertise in Big Data. Learn to extract new insights
from raw data; insights which inform the development of
new products, improved services and new businesses in
our increasingly data-reliant world.

Sciences

• Work independently and collaboratively to apply key ICT
and data science technologies, as well as programming
skills, to interpret major theories.
• Critically investigate and solve contemporary core issues
in a global market.
• Choose between two different pathways of research –
either work on a research project, or develop your research
capability and gain specialised cognitive and technical
skills.

Master of Science
Start: February, July
2 years or part-time equivalent
• Combine coursework and research in UniSQ’s Master
of Science – ideal if you’re a professional who would like
to further your knowledge and gain research expertise,
change your career exploring impactful research and
industry practice, or if you have a degree in a different
discipline.
• Undertake a professional development component in
science based on individual interests and prior study.
• This degree offers research training and a research
project pathway for further research study or relevant job
prospects.
SPECIALISATIONS
Agricultural Science
Examine national and global challenges associated with
agricultural production. With Australia’s decline in water
ability and quality, there is a strong demand for educated
professionals with knowledge of contemporary agricultural
approaches.
Applied Climate Science
Focus on the impacts of climate variability on natural
systems, as well as human and socio-economic activities.
You’ll develop your understanding of climate and how we
adapt and manage variability on a regional and global level.

Astrophysics
Develop discipline knowledge, research project experience,
and widely useful scientific, numerical and critical analysis
skills. Have access to UniSQ’s remote access facilities,
including UniSQ’s High-Performance Computing cluster,
and Mt Kent Observatory, an advanced research facility
supporting international collaboration in astronomical and
space sciences.
Environment and Sustainability
Modern environment and natural resource management
requires the integration of social, environmental and
economic research, as well as different approaches to
governance and community engagement. This specialisation
aims to address these needs, with an emphasis on
adaptation to climate change and sustainability science.
Mathematics and Statistics
This specialisation is ideal for graduates from any discipline
who are looking to develop their knowledge and skills
in mathematics and statistics. It incorporates practical
methods for undertaking analysis, modelling, and evidencebased, data-driven decision-making.
Sport and Exercise
Apply the science of sport and exercise to develop
interventions that improve sport performance, health, and
fitness, and assist in the prevention of chronic diseases.
Study anatomy and physiology, psychology, strength and
conditioning, exercise prescription, and programming and
delivery, alongside professional placements.

unisq.edu.au
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Graduate Diploma of Science
Start: February, July
1 year or part-time equivalent
• Progress in your career and gain the skills to contribute at
a higher level in your profession.
• The Graduate Diploma of Science provides professional
development in science for those in educational or science
communication careers.
• Utilising cutting-edge online teaching technologies and
communication methods, the degree is accessible to
those living anywhere in Australia or overseas.
• Further study pathway includes the Master of Science.
SPECIALISATIONS
Physics and Astronomy
Learn about the natural laws governing our universe, such as
acoustics, thermodynamics, cosmology, and astrobiology.
Develop scientific research skills and gain an appreciation
of the ethical challenges presented by modern science and
technology.
Other available specialisations
Agricultural Science, Applied Climate Science, Applied
Data Science, Environment and Sustainability, General
specialisation, Mathematics and Statistics, and Sport and
Exercise. Refer to the Master of Science on page 49 for
more details.
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Graduate Certificate of
Agricultural Futures
Start: February, July
0.5 year or part-time equivalent
• Explore a broad range of environmental, technical,
political, social and scientific issues and innovations that
can impact on agricultural production.
• Examine biological and ecological principles to gain the
skills to manage resources into the future.
Further study pathway includes the Agricultural Science
specialisation within the Graduate Diploma
of Science.

Graduate Certificate of Science

• Build on your bachelor degree qualification and broaden
your career prospects in science, technology or education.
• Choose between 15 specialisations to match your
interests, or create your own specialisation to
enhance your professional goals.
• Further study pathway includes the Graduate
Diploma of Science.
SPECIALISATIONS
Biology
Further your knowledge in the field of biology, gaining a
strong grounding for a range of science-related careers, or
for specialised postgraduate study. Study genetics, food
security in the 21st century, cell and molecular biology, or
biodiversity and conservation.
Chemistry
Learn fundamental ethics and research skills. Explore
chemical equations and reactions, thermodynamics, atomic
theory, chemical bonding and structure, and concepts of
physical, inorganic and organic chemistry.
Computing
Develop your knowledge in several key areas of computing,
such as programming languages, routing and switching,
network performance analysis, or algorithms and data
structures. This is a great study path if you would like to
become a teacher of secondary science and computing.

Physics
Explore ‘classical physics’, covering mechanics,
acoustics, thermodynamics, electromagnetism, and
optics; and ‘modern physics’, encompassing relativity
and the quantum mechanics of light and matter. Increase
your research skills and examine the ethical challenges
presented by modern science and technology.
Science for Primary/Middle School Teaching
Acquire scientific skills to apply in the classroom.
Choose from course areas, such as physics, chemistry,
astronomy, and biology, or explore the use of
sustainable resources, conservation management, or
the weather and climate systems of the world.

Sciences

Start: February, July, November1
0.5 year or part-time equivalent

Wine Science
Do you have dreams of growing your own grapes or
producing wine in Burgundy, Margaret River or the
Granite Belt? Discover recent advances in wine and
agricultural science and gain skills to work in the vineyard,
the winery, or both. This specialisation is suitable for those
looking for a career change.
Other available specialisations
Agricultural Science, Applied Climate Science, Applied
Data Science, Environment and Sustainability, General
specialisation, Mathematics and Statistics, and Sport and
Exercise. Refer to the Master of Science on
page 49 for more details.

Mathematics for High School Teaching
This specialisation is a stepping-stone for teachers
interested in advancing their mathematics skills to apply in
their senior maths classes. It is also ideal if you are looking to
change careers, or want an opportunity to move into further
study.
Mathematics for Primary/Middle School Teaching
Focusing on mathematics for primary/middle school, this
specialisation is an ideal choice for teachers and other
professionals wishing to upgrade their skills to teach
elementary senior mathematics, or for those wishing to
move into further study.

Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study

1 Only the Applied Data Science, Computing, or General (depending on the
courses chosen) specialisations have a November intake (Semester 3).
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Surveying & Built Environment
Only university in Queensland offering
online surveying qualifications.
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Use modern satellite-based global
positioning systems and computer
mapping technologies within the
Surveying specialisation.

Graduate Diploma of Spatial
Science Technology

Start: February, July
2 years or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July, November
1 year or part-time equivalent

• Gain skills in spatial science investigations; evaluation;
and synthesis for application, research, or management
purposes.

• Build your competency across a broad spatial
science discipline area for industry application,
research, or management purposes.

• This degree is ideal if you have a three or four-year
bachelor degree and want to extend your knowledge in
geographic information systems (GIS) or surveying.

• Undertake fundamental courses in project
management, engineering research methodology, and
asset management before choosing GIS or Surveying
courses to meet your career aspirations.

• Develop your research methodology skills to complete a
research project. This is a great stepping-stone for further
research study.

Surveying & Built Environment

Master of Spatial Science
Technology

• Further study pathway includes the Master of Spatial
Science Technology.

SPECIALISATIONS

SPECIALISATIONS

Geographic Information Systems
Develop your skills in GIS and select courses in webbased geographic information systems, land studies and
photogrammetry; or related disciplines, such as sustainable
development, information systems and technology
management. Previous student research projects have
included mapping remnant vegetation using high-resolution
ALOS satellite data in Western Downs, Queensland.

Available specialisations include: Geographical Information
Systems, and Surveying. Refer to the Master of Spatial
Science Technology on this page for more details.

Surveying
Diversify your knowledge by studying geodetic and cadastral
surveying, photogrammetry and remote sensing, electronic
distance measurement and calibration, and adjustment of
surveying instruments. Explore the use of Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) for asset mapping relating to
surveying, agriculture, machine guidance, mapping, and
general data collection. Please note that alternate
qualifications are needed for the purpose of registration with
Australian and New Zealand Surveyors Boards.

Graduate Certificate of Spatial
Science Technology
Start: February, July, November
0.5 year or part-time equivalent
• If you already hold an undergraduate degree in another
field and would like to develop or extend your knowledge
in either surveying or geographic information systems,
then this four-unit postgraduate qualification is for you.
• Develop and apply specialised theoretical knowledge
and technical skills in your selected spatial science
specialisation.
• Further study pathways include the Graduate Diploma of
Spatial Science Technology and Master of Spatial Science
Technology.
SPECIALISATIONS
Available specialisations include: Geographical Information
Systems, and Surveying. Refer to the Master of Spatial
Science Technology on this page for more details.

Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study
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Higher degrees by research
Awarded above world-class or well above
world-class standards in 23 areas of
research.1
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Nine research centres conducting
world-class research with government,
non-government, and industry partners.

1 Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA), 2018.

Master of Research

Start: February, July
3 years or part-time equivalent

Start: February, July
2 years or part-time equivalent

• The PhD is a research degree available in all study areas
and provides you with the intellectual freedom and skills
to be able to make an original and substantial contribution
to your area of study.

• Enhance your research skills, specialist knowledge
and produce original contributions in your chosen
field, supported by expert professionals and
renowned academics.

• Access a wide range of facilities and be supervised by
world-class researchers.

• This degree provides thorough research preparation
if you seek to pursue further doctoral study.

• Be part of industry transformation and contribute to
fostering a dynamic and rewarding environment.

• A Master of Research qualification not only gives you
an opportunity to make a real and lasting impact in
your chosen area, but also indicates to prospective
employers that you possess strong competencies
in time-management, problem-solving and
commitment.

• UniSQ successfully maintains relevance in research
by linking with industry and business through local and
international research networks.

Higher degrees by research

Doctor of Philosophy

• Further study pathway includes the Doctor of
Philosophy (PhD).

The University’s flagship research
fields are:
Agriculture − including Climate Science, Drought
Mitigation and Adaptation, Crop Health, Agricultural
Technology and Environmental Science
Space and Defence − including Astrophysics,
Hypersonics and Rocketry, and Materials Engineering
Health − including Sport and Exercise Science,
Mental Health and Allied Health.
Regional Development − including Agribusiness,
Economic Development, and Cultural Heritage.

Want to know more?
For more details on any of our degrees,
please visit unisq.edu.au/study
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Remember, if you need any help
along the way, visit unisq.edu.au/apply
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How to apply

1
Find your
degree

2

•

Consider your future career goals – are you looking
to upskill, get that promotion, or land your dream
job?

•

Look at industry trends – what job opportunities will
be available in the future, and how can you prepare
for them?

•

Browse this guide for available degrees and visit our
website for more info.

•

Considering a research degree? Explore available
topics or find a supervisor for your chosen field of
research at webapp.unisq.edu.au/research

•

Please allow several months for discussion with
potential supervisors and consideration of the
application prior to commencing the degree.

•

It’s important you meet the entry requirements for
your chosen degree (e.g. previous qualifications
needed, English language requirements, etc).
Visit unisq.edu.au/study for more details.

Check
the entry
•
requirements

3
Apply
online

4
Receive
and accept
your offer

If you don’t have an undergraduate degree, but have
substantial work experience in a similar field, you
may still be eligible to study a postgraduate degree.
Contact UniSQ for further information.

•

Both postgraduate and research applicants apply
directly to UniSQ using the online application form
available via unisq.edu.au/apply.

•

Check if you need any supporting documentation
for your application (e.g. official academic
transcripts, resumes, etc).

•

Once you receive an offer, accepting is generally as
simple as clicking the link in your offer email from
UniSQ.

•

Applied to UniSQ and didn’t get an offer? We can
recommend a suitable pathway option to allow you
to work towards your preferred degree.

unisq.edu.au
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Manage the
costs of study
Study now and pay later with a
HECS-HELP or FEE-HELP loan.
Eligible postgraduate students can
access interest-free degrees with
no upfront fees. Learn about your
financial support options at
unisq.edu.au/fees
Research Training Program (RTP) Scheme
The Australian Government's RTP Scheme provides
scholarships for domestic and international students
enrolled in a higher degree by research degree. The RTP
Fees Offset scholarship covers tuition fees up to a maximum
of four years (full-time study) for students undertaking a
research doctorate, and two years (full-time study) for a
research masters degree.

Apply for a scholarship
A scholarship can assist with textbook, living and practical
experience expenses. Some scholarships will be one-off
payments, while others will continue for the length of your
degree. Find your perfect scholarship at
unisq.edu.au/scholarships to help fund your study.

Tax deductions
You may be eligible for tax deductions on tuition fees and
study materials if your postgraduate degree relates to your
current career.

Recognition of prior work experience and study
Have your work and study experience recognised to reduce
the number of courses you need to complete your degree.
The fewer courses you need to take, the more money and
time you can save on your degree.
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DURATION
(YEARS)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

PAGE

DEGREE NAME

STUDY
MODE

START

Degree overview

1.5-2

An Australian university bachelor degree, in the area of business,
or equivalent.
Applicants with a bachelor degree, or equivalent, in a nonbusiness-related discipline, can use completion of UniSQ’s
Graduate Certificate of Business as an alternate entry point into
the Master of Business.

16

6
teaching
periods
(12
months)

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree with a GPA of 4.0
or above, and a minimum of 3 years' professional work experience
in business with at least 1 year’s management or supervisory level
experience, or equivalent;
or
an Australian university graduate certificate (or other AQF 8
qualification) with a GPA of 4.0 or above, and a minimum of 1
year's management or supervisory level work experience, or
equivalent.

15

An Australian university bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
business;
or
applicants with an Australian university bachelor degree,
or equivalent, in a non-business-related discipline, can use
completion of UniSQ’s Graduate Certificate of Business as an
alternate entry point into the Graduate Diploma of Business.

16

4
teaching
periods
(8
months)

An Australian university graduate certificate with a GPA of 4.0 or
above, and a minimum of 2 years' professional work experience in
business, or equivalent;
or
an Australian university graduate certificate (or other AQF 8
qualification), and a minimum of 2 years' professional work
experience in business with at least 1 year's management or
supervisory level experience, or equivalent.

15

0.5

An Australian university bachelor degree, or equivalent, in any
area;
or
a minimum of 3 years’ professional work experience equivalent to
a bachelor degree qualification.

16

2
teaching
periods
(4
months)

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree with a GPA of 4.0
or above, and a minimum of 1 years’ professional work experience
in business, or equivalent;
or
an Australian university 3-year bachelor degree with a minimum
of 1.5 years’ professional work experience in business, or
equivalent;
or
applicants who have not completed a 3-year bachelor degree,
but have a minimum of 5 years’ professional work experience in
business with at least 1 year’s management or supervisory level
experience, may apply for entry and be assessed on a case-bycase basis.

15

Business & Management
Feb, Jul,
Nov

Master of Business1

T

Jan,
Mar,
May,
Jun,
Aug, Oct

Master of Business
Administration

Feb, Jul,
Nov

Graduate Diploma of Business1

O

T

Graduate Certificate of
Business1

Feb, Jul,
Nov

Graduate Certificate of Business
Administration

Jan,
Mar,
May,
Jun,
Aug, Oct

S
O

Jan,
Mar,
May,
Jun,
Aug, Oct

Graduate Diploma of Business
Administration

S
O

O

T

S
O

O

1

1 As this degree is currently being redeveloped, please check our website for the most up-to-date information.
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T Toowoomba

S Springfield

I Ipswich

O Online

E External

RS Residential Schools

P Placements

DURATION
(YEARS)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

PAGE

STUDY
MODE

START

DEGREE NAME

1.5

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
education.
Completion of UniSQ’s Graduate Certificate of Education with a
GPA of 4.0 or above is an alternate entry point into the Master of
Education.

19

1.5–2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
a discipline other than education, with a minimum GPA of 4.0 or
above.
Demonstrated adequate knowledge of one or more learning areas
related to the Australian primary school curriculum through 8
units of their undergraduate degree, or other equivalent studies.
Completion of non-academic entry requirements, including an
online questionnaire and 2 written statements addressing your
motivation and suitability for teaching.
While not a requirement for admission, students need to pass
the Literacy and Numeracy Test for Initial Teacher Education
(LANTITE) prior to the final supervised professional experience
placement and to graduate from this degree.

21

1.5–2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
a discipline other than education, with a minimum GPA of 4.0 or
above.
Demonstrated adequate knowledge of one or more learning areas
related to the Australian primary school curriculum through 8
units of their undergraduate degree, or other equivalent studies.
Completion of non-academic entry requirements, including an
online questionnaire and 2 written statements addressing your
motivation and suitability for teaching.
While not a requirement for admission, students need to pass
the Literacy and Numeracy Test for Initial Teacher Education
(LANTITE) prior to the final supervised professional experience
placement and to graduate from this degree.

22

1.5–2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
a discipline other than education, with a minimum GPA of 4.0 out
of 7.0.
Applicants are accepted based on their discipline studies from
their academic transcript and qualifications, i.e. in relation to
vocational education areas. For secondary teaching in 2 teaching
areas, applicants must have studied 6 units that are relevant to a
major teaching area and at least another 4 units that are relevant
to a contrasting subject area or a different discipline area.
Completion of non-academic entry requirements, including an
online questionnaire and 2 written statements addressing your
motivation and suitability for teaching.
While not a requirement for admission, students need to pass
the Literacy and Numeracy Test for Initial Teacher Education
(LANTITE) prior to the final supervised professional experience
placement and to graduate from this degree.

22

1

An Australian university undergraduate degree, or equivalent, in
any discipline, including a 3-year education degree;
or
a relevant diploma and a minimum of 5 years' documented,
relevant work experience in a leadership position in an early
childhood setting (e.g. activity group leader, head teacher, centre
director, educational leader, group leader).
Additional requirements may apply for placements.

21

Education & Teaching
Feb, Jul,
Nov

Master of Education2

Master of Learning and Teaching
(Early Years)

Master of Learning and Teaching
(Primary)

Master of Learning and Teaching
(Secondary)

Graduate Diploma of Early
Childhood and Care

Feb, Jul,
Nov

Feb, Jul,
Nov

Feb, Jul,
Nov

Feb, Jul,
Nov

T

E

E

E

E

O

P

P

P

P

2 The November intake (Semester 3) is only available via online study.

T Toowoomba

S Springfield

I Ipswich

O Online

E External

RS Residential Schools

P Placements
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Feb, Jul,
Nov

Graduate Diploma of Education

O

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

PAGE

DURATION
(YEARS)

STUDY
MODE

START

DEGREE NAME

1

An Australian university bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
education.
Completion of UniSQ’s Graduate Certificate of Education with a
GPA of 4.0 or above is an alternate entry point into the Graduate
Diploma of Education.

19

An Australian university undergraduate initial teacher education
qualification in primary or secondary education which leads to
teacher registration, such as a Bachelor of Education;
or
a postgraduate initial teacher education qualification in primary
or secondary education which leads to teacher registration, such
as a Master of Learning and Teaching.
Additional requirements may apply for placements.

21

Graduate Certificate of Early
Childhood and Care

Feb, Jul,
Nov

E

P

1
(parttime
only)

Graduate Certificate of
Education3

Feb, Jul,
Nov

T

O

0.5

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent.

19

Graduate Certificate of
Education (Guidance and
Counselling)

Feb, Jul

O

0.5

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent.

20

Graduate Certificate of
Education (Special Education)

Feb, Jul

O

0.5

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent.

20

Graduate Certificate of
Education (TESOL)

Feb, Jul

O

0.5

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent.

21

Feb, Jul

O

1.5–2
(parttime
only)

An Australian university 4-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
engineering in a relevant cognate specialisation.

26

3 (parttime
only)

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent,
in engineering science or engineering technology in the relevant
cognate specialisation.
A minimum of 5 years' professional work experience, or
equivalent.

25

2

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in engineering in the relevant cognate specialisation;
or
an Australian university 4-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
engineering in a non-cognate specialisation (major field).

26

27

Engineering
Master of Advanced Engineering

Feb, Jul,
Nov

Master of Engineering Practice

Feb, Jul,
Nov

Master of Engineering Science

E

RS

T

E
RS

Graduate Diploma of Engineering
Science

Feb, Jul

T

E

1

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in engineering in the relevant cognate specialisation;
or
an Australian university 4-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
engineering in a non-cognate specialisation (major field).

Graduate Certificate of
Engineering Practice

Feb, Jul

T

O

0.5

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
engineering, science, or technology.

25

0.5

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in engineering in the relevant specialisation;
or
an Australian university 4-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
engineering in a non-relevant specialisation (major field).

27

Graduate Certificate of
Engineering Science

Feb, Jul

T

E

3 The November intake (Semester 3) is only available via online study.
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PAGE

DURATION
(YEARS)

STUDY
MODE

START

DEGREE NAME

Information & Communications Technology
Master of Cyber Security

Feb, Jul,
Nov

Master of Data Science

Feb, Jul,
Nov

Master of Information Systems

Feb, Jul,
Nov

T

S
O

T

O

T

S
O

2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent.

29

2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent;
or
a minimum of 5 years' equivalent professional work experience,
equivalent to a bachelor degree (AQF Level 7).

29

2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent.

29

30

Master of Information
Technology

Feb, Jul

T

O

2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
any area;
or
a minimum of 5 years’ professional work experience equivalent to
a bachelor degree (AQF Level 7).

Graduate Diploma of Information
Technology

Feb, Jul

T

O

1

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent;
or
a minimum of 5 years’ professional work experience equivalent to
a bachelor degree (AQF Level 7).

30

33

Law & Criminology
Master of Laws

Feb, Jul

O

1.5

An Australian university Bachelor of Laws degree; a Bachelor of
Laws (Honours); a Juris Doctor; or equivalent.
Applicants who do not hold a law degree but have an equivalent
qualification approved by a legal profession admissions board are
also eligible to apply for entry.

Juris Doctor

Feb, Jul,
Nov

O

3

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
a discipline other than law.

33

O

1.5

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
a similar tertiary field.

35

O

1

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
creative writing, English, or other equivalent discipline.
For candidates with a bachelor degree, or equivalent, in a nonrelated discipline, UniSQ’s Graduate Certificate of Editing and
Publishing can provide an alternate entry pathway.

35

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
any area;
or
a minimum of 5 years’ professional work experience equivalent to
a qualification at AQF Level 7.

36

Media & Communications
Master of Editing and Publishing

Graduate Diploma of Editing and
Publishing

Feb

Feb

Graduate Diploma of Public
Relations

Feb

O

Up to 4
years
parttime

Graduate Certificate of Editing
and Publishing

Feb

O

1 (parttime
only)

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent.

35

O

1 (parttime
only)

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
any area;
or
a minimum of 5 years’ professional work experience, or
equivalent.

35

O

Up to 2
years
parttime

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
any area;
or
a minimum of 5 years’ professional work experience equivalent to
a qualification at AQF Level 7.

36

Graduate Certificate of
Professional Communication

Graduate Certificate of Public
Relations

T Toowoomba

S Springfield

I Ipswich

Feb, Jul

Feb, Jul

O Online

E External

RS Residential Schools

P Placements
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DURATION
(YEARS)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

PAGE

STUDY
MODE

START

DEGREE NAME

3 (parttime
only)

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
nursing.
Current Professional Registration as a Division 1 nurse, or
equivalent, with either the Australia Health Practitioner
Regulation Agency (AHPRA), or relevant regulatory body in
applicant’s home country.
For the Rural and Remote specialisation:
Applicants also need a written statement from the applicant’s
manager confirming current employment as a registered nurse
and ability to complete the required hours of clinical mentorship
in their workplace.

40

2

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in the area of health with a GPA of 4.8 or above;
or
an Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in a different discipline with a GPA of 4.8 or above,
and completion of 1 year’s full-time work experience in a health
care setting;
or
completion of UniSQ’s Graduate Certificate of Public Health or
Graduate Diploma of Public Health with a GPA of 4.8 or above.
Additional requirements apply before commencing industry
placements.

39

2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent;
or
equivalent professional work experience, as deemed appropriate
upon application.
Completion of UniSQ’s Graduate Certificate of Sport and
Exercise or the Graduate Diploma of Science (Sport and Exercise)
can provide an alternate entry pathway into the Sport and
Exercise specialisation.
Additional requirements apply for placements.

42

2

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree in a sport
and exercise science or relevant health-related discipline with a
minimum GPA of 4.5;
or
an Australian university graduate diploma in a sport and exercise
science or relevant health-related discipline with a minimum GPA
of 4.5;
or
completion of UniSQ's Graduate Diploma of Strength and
Conditioning with a GPA of 4.5.
Additional requirements apply for placements.

43

2 (parttime
only)

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
nursing.
Current Professional Registration as a Division 1 nurse, or
equivalent, with either the Australia Health Practitioner
Regulation Agency (AHPRA), or relevant regulatory body in
applicant’s home country.
For the Rural and Remote specialisation:
Applicants also need a written statement from the applicant’s
manager confirming current employment as a registered nurse
and ability to complete the required hours of clinical mentorship
in their workplace.

41

Nursing & Allied Health

Master of Nursing

Feb, Jul

Master of Public Health

Master of Science
(Sport and Exercise)

Master of Strength and
Conditioning

Graduate Diploma of Nursing
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Graduate Diploma of Science
(Sport and Exercise)

Feb, Jul

Feb, Jul

Graduate Diploma of Strength
and Conditioning

Feb, Jul

Graduate Certificate of Health
Clinical Education

Feb, Jul

Graduate Certificate of Nursing

Graduate Certificate of Public
Health

Graduate Certificate of Sport
and Exercise

Graduate Certificate of Strength
and Conditioning
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PAGE

Graduate Diploma of Public
Health

DURATION
(YEARS)

STUDY
MODE

START

DEGREE NAME

1

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in the area of health with a GPA of 4.8 or above or
above;
or
an Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in a different discipline with a GPA of 4.8 or above,
and completion of 1 year’s full-time work experience in a health
care setting;
or
completion of UniSQ’s Graduate Certificate of Public Health with
a GPA of 4.8 or above.

39

1

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
any discipline;
or
equivalent professional work experience, as deemed appropriate
upon application.

42

1

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree in a sport
and exercise science or relevant health-related discipline with a
minimum GPA of 4.5;
or
an Australian university graduate certificate in a sport and
exercise science or relevant health-related discipline with a
minimum GPA of 4.5;
or
completion of UniSQ's Graduate Certificate of Strength and
Conditioning with a GPA of 4.5.

43

1 (parttime
only)

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
a health-related field.

41

1 (parttime
only)

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
nursing.
Current Professional Registration as a Division 1 nurse, or
equivalent, with either the Australia Health Practitioner
Regulation Agency (AHPRA), or relevant regulatory body in
applicant’s home country.

41

0.5

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in the area of health with a GPA of 4.8 or above;
or
an Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in a different discipline with a GPA of 4.8 or above,
and completion of 1 year’s full-time work experience in a health
care setting.

39

0.5

An Australian university bachelor degree, or equivalent, in any
area;
or
a minimum of 5 years’ professional work experience equivalent to
a bachelor degree (AQF level 7).

42

0.5

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree in the area of
sport and exercise science, or equivalent, or a relevant healthrelated discipline with a minimum GPA of 4.5;
or
an Australian university graduate certificate in the area of sport
and exercise science, or relevant health-related discipline with a
minimum GPA of 4.5.

43
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ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

PAGE

STUDY
MODE

START

DEGREE NAME

2

Completion of an Australian Psychology Accreditation Council
(APAC)-accredited 4-year bachelor degree (Honours AQF level
8), or equivalent.
Hold, or be eligible for, immediate Provisional Registration or
General Registration from the Psychology Board of Australia.
Provide 2 referee reports and a 1–2-page report which addresses
the Master of Clinical Psychology selection criteria.
Be assessed in a face-to-face interview with a panel of School staff.
Provide an academic transcript demonstrating strong academic
performance and provide a CV of your work and study history.
Additional requirements apply before commencing clinical
placements and for applicants who have not yet completed their
4-year bachelor degree, or equivalent within the last 3 years.

46

1

Completion of an Australian Psychology Accreditation Council
(APAC)-accredited masters (coursework) degree in psychology;
or
have held General Registration as a psychologist with the
Psychology Board of Australia for a minimum duration of 12 months.
Provide 2 referee reports and a 1–2-page report which addresses
the Master of Clinical Psychology – Advanced Entry selection
criteria.
Be assessed in a face-to-face interview with a panel of School staff.
Provide an academic transcript demonstrating strong academic
performance and provide a CV of your work and study history.
Additional requirements apply before commencing clinical
placements and for applicants who have not yet completed their
4-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, within the last 3 years.

47

2

There are two different admission requirement processes:
Stream 1 – the qualifying Master of Counselling
An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
any area.
Completion of at least 50% of UniSQ’s Graduate Diploma of
Counselling with a GPA of 5 or above, or equivalent qualification
from another institution.
Provide 2 satisfactory referee reports and a report to address
the selection criteria indicating the applicant's abilities
to successfully undertake the professional and research
components of the program.
Participate in an interview with a panel of School staff.
or
Stream 2 – the Master of Counselling (Advanced Practice)
Current evidence of full membership of a relevant professional
body, such as the Australian Psychological Society,
Australian Counselling Association, Australian Association
of Social Workers, Australian Counselling Association, or the
Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia.

45

1

Completed an Australian Psychology Accreditation Council
(APAC)-accredited 4-year bachelor degree (Honours AQF Level 8).
Hold, or be eligible for, immediate Provisional Registration or
General Registration from the Psychology Board of Australia.
Provide 2 satisfactory referee reports and a report to address the
Master of Professional Psychology selection criteria, indicating
your abilities to successfully undertake the professional and
research components of the program.
Be assessed in a face-to-face interview with a panel of School staff.
Provide a CV of your work and study history.

47

Psychology & Human Services

Master of Clinical Psychology

Feb

Master of Clinical Psychology –
Advanced Entry

Feb

Master of Counselling

Feb, Jul,

Master of Professional
Psychology

Feb

E

I
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E

E

I

P

RS

E

RS P

Graduate Diploma of Counselling

Feb, Jul

E

RS

1

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent.

45

Graduate Certificate of
Counselling

Feb, Jul

O

E

1 (parttime
only)

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent.

46
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Master of Data Science

Master of Science

Feb, Jul

Graduate Diploma of Science

Graduate Certificate of Science4

Graduate Certificate of
Agricultural Futures

Feb, Jul

Feb, Jul,
Nov
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Feb, Jul,

2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent;
or
a minimum of 5 years' equivalent professional work experience,
equivalent to a bachelor degree (AQF Level 7).

49

2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent;
or
equivalent professional work experience, as deemed appropriate
upon application.
For the Mathematics and Statistics specialisation:
demonstrated knowledge of mathematics consistent with that
found in UniSQ course ‘MAT1102 Algebra and Calculus I’.

49

1

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
any discipline;
or
equivalent professional work experience, as deemed appropriate
upon application.

50

0.5

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
any discipline;
or
equivalent professional work experience, as deemed appropriate
upon application.

51

0.5

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent, in
any discipline;
or
equivalent professional work experience, as deemed appropriate
upon application.

50

2

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in an approved discipline.

53

1

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in an approved discipline;
or
a minimum of 5 years’ professional work experience equivalent to
a bachelor degree (AQF level 7).

53

0.5

An Australian university 3 or 4-year bachelor degree, or
equivalent, in an approved discipline;
or
a minimum of 5 years’ professional work experience equivalent to
a bachelor degree (AQF level 7).

53

Surveying & Built Environment
Master of Spatial Science
Technology

Feb, Jul

Graduate Diploma of Spatial
Science Technology

Feb, Jul,
Nov

Graduate Certificate of Spatial
Science Technology

Feb, Jul,
Nov

T

T

T

O

O

O

4 Some specialisations in this degree are only offered part-time and, as a result, the degree may take longer than 0.5 year to complete.
Some specialisations are only offered via online study.
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START

DEGREE NAME

3

An Australian university bachelor honours degree with First Class
Honours or Second Class Honours (Division A), or equivalent;
or
an Australian university masters degree (with a significant
research component), or equivalent;
or
other qualifications equivalent to First Class or 2A Honours.
Admission is dependent on the capacity to supervise the
proposed thesis topic. Please allow several months for discussion
with potential supervisors and consideration of the application
prior to commencing the degree.

55

2

An Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent,
with a GPA of 5.0 or above, or equivalent score, in a relevant
discipline;
or
an Australian university 3-year bachelor degree, or equivalent,
and have successfully completed a coursework masters, with a
GPA of 5.0 or above, or equivalent score, in a relevant discipline.
Additional requirements may apply for applicants interested in
the Psychology specialisation.
Acceptance will be subject to the availability of, and endorsement
by, a UniSQ supervisor.

55

Higher degrees by research

Doctor of Philosophy

Master of Research

Feb, Jul

Feb, Jul

T
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E

Notes
All UniSQ students are required to satisfy the applicable
English language requirements for each degree. Please see
our website for specific degree details and suitable English
language pathway programs.
Degrees listed are subject to change at the discretion of the
University.
Not all courses in a degree are available in every semester.
Courses for the November intake (Semester 3) are typically
offered online.
UniSQ’s MBA suite of degrees is delivered in consecutive
eight-week teaching periods. With six intakes a year, it
allows students more flexibility to study at their own pace
and convenience, or accelerate the study to complete the
degree sooner than the average postgraduate qualification.

68

T Toowoomba

S Springfield

I Ipswich

O Online

Residential schools provide external students an
opportunity to experience hands-on practical activities,
attend face-to-face lectures and tutorials, use the facilities,
and meet staff and other students. They can be mandatory,
highly recommended or recommended for external students
studying certain courses.
Placements in industry provide professional experience,
putting the theory into practice, and opportunities to start
networking with potential employers. Certain requirements
are applicable before commencing a placement, such as
providing evidence of certain documentation, certificates,
and immunisations for example, or the requirement
to purchase and wear a uniform. Some degrees have
mandatory placements that you need to complete in order to
be eligible to graduate.
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We're here
to help
Our degree advisors can
help answer any questions
about your next move.
Delve into the detail of any
degree, discover relevant
scholarships, or chat to us
about what it’s like to study.

1800 269 500
unisq.edu.au/chat
unisq.edu.au/book
unisq.edu.au

See careers in action,
explore our campuses and
chat to our lecturers at
unisq.edu.au/openday
unisq.edu.au
1800 269 500

This has been printed on FSC‑certified stocks.
The information contained in this brochure is correct at the
time of printing. However, you should check details are still
correct before enrolling.
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